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You know how important it is to measure how well your practice 

is doing in certain areas—and how well your practice stacks 

up against your competition—but it’s hard to know where to 

start. What data should you be measuring? How do you know 

whether you’re measuring that data correctly? And how do you 

use your findings to make the right decisions for your practice? 

We get it. Analytics and benchmarking represent one of the more 

confusing parts of running a successful eye care practice. But 

if you want to create consistent growth in revenue, productivity, 

and patient satisfaction, then you have to look at your numbers. 

That’s why we created this toolkit—to help you understand 

what analytics and benchmarking mean and how to use them 

to achieve all of your growth goals. By the end of this toolkit, 

you’ll be able to implement our tips and best practices correctly, 

capture critical data, and make strategic changes in your practice 

that increase your cash flow, patient load, and productivity.

We’ll show you how to use analytics and benchmarking to be 

on top of your game in the following core areas:

Intro and Goal

Financial
Operational Clinical

Utilization

Statutory Compliance
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If you’re committed to making your ophthalmology practice as profitable 
as it can be, then you need to measure these five benchmarks, according 
to Derek Preece, a practice management consultant who presented at 
AAO 2015.

The business side of 
medicine is filled with 
mineable statistics that 
can be analyzed for 
patterns and used to 
make improvements in 
your practice. Revenue 
figures, cost of bundled 
services, accounts 
receivable, cash flow, 
schedule utilization, 
legal costs and 
insurance, and return-
on-investment related to 
practice infrastructure 
are areas that need to 
be measured to ensure 
that you’re earning (and 
saving) as much money 
as possible every month. 

For the  
ophthalmology 
practice: 

Financial

BENCHMARK

01 OVERHEAD RATIO 
How to Calculate:  
Divide total operating expenses by total practice reve-
nue. Exclude from “operating expenses” the salary and 
personal expenses for any revenue-generating provider, 
including MDs, ODs, and physician extenders.

What’s Healthy:  
50-70 percent. A healthy overhead ratio for a retina prac-
tice is likely to be 5-10 percent lower than for a compre-
hensive practice, Preece points out. This gap may close 
as retina specialists get hit with injection reimbursement 
decreases.

What to Know:  
If your overhead ratio seems out of whack, take a look at 
factors that might affect it, including payer mix, geo-
graphic location, operational efficiency, provider pro-
ductivity, surgical intensity, and collections efficiency. An 
overhead ratio that’s really out of whack can alert you to 
something serious going on, like internal theft. For ex-
ample, “If you are a retina practice, and you occasionally 
‘lose’ some of your Lucentis inventory, that will drive up 
your overhead quickly,” says Preece.
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PROVIDER 
PRODUCTIVITY
How to Calculate:  
Divide total professional fee 
collections by total number of full-
time equivalent (FTE) providers.

What’s Healthy:  
A comprehensive ophthalmology 
practice is healthy if the average 
collections per provider is between 
$800,000 and $1.3 million. This 
number is similar for glaucoma 
and plastics practices. The healthy 
range for cornea and pediatric 
ophthalmology practices is slightly 
lower. Retina practices should pull in 
between $1 million and $1.8 million 
per provider.

NON-PROVIDER 
STAFF PAYROLL 
RATIO
How to Calculate:  
Divide total staff gross payroll (not 
including benefits expenses) by total 
collections.

What’s Healthy:  
20-26 percent. Retina practices 
should be at the low end of this 
range. If you factor benefits into the 
equation by adding benefits expenses 
into your payroll expenses, the range 
should be 26-32 percent.

BENCHMARK

02

BENCHMARK

03

COLLECTIONS 
PER FTE STAFF 
MEMBER
How to Calculate:  
Divide total collections by number 
of FTE staff members.

What’s Healthy:  
$140,000-$200,000.

What to Know:  
If the number gets close to or 
exceeds $200,000, you should 
wonder if your existing staff is 
overburdened and be concerned 
that essential tasks such as 
compliance activities, aren’t 
getting done, Preece warns.

BENCHMARK

04

NUMBER OF FTE 
STAFF PER FTE 
PROVIDER
What’s Healthy:  
4-8 staffers per provider.

What to Know:  
Ophthalmologists who make more 
money for the practice than others 
are almost always in the higher 
level of this healthy range, Preece 
observes. Reason: Well-supported 
doctors are often the highest 
revenue earners.

BENCHMARK

05
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It’s important to compare your 
metrics to your practice’s past 
performance, agrees Eye Care 
Leaders Senior Consultant Cheryl 
Welch. Such comparisons can alert 
you to trends and tell you whether 
things are getting better or worse 
at your practice.

Don’t jump to conclusions, 
Welch says. Benchmarks are like 
symptoms—mere indicators that 
something may be going wrong 
and that further investigation is 
required. In clinical practice, when 
a patient reports floaters, the 
ophthalmologist doesn’t assume 
he knows the exact problem until 
he performs further work-up. 
Apply the same logic and use 
good practice management when 
reviewing internal benchmarks.

Once you have the above basic 
benchmarks, you may want to 
drill down into other metrics for 
which AAO and other sources 
provide standards. Additional 
measurements to consider include:

• clinical staff cost per encounter

• front office costs as percentage 
of collections

• clinical staff costs as 
percentage of collections

• billing staff costs as percentage 
of collections

• new patient ratio expenses per 
encounter

• collections per encounter

• encounters per FTE provider

• net collection ratio

• retail optical revenue per FTE 
optician

What 
Next ? For the  

retail optical:
You’ll know for sure whether your retail optical is doing all it can to 
boost your eye care practice’s bottom line if you determine seven 
benchmarks and review them monthly.

BENCHMARK

01 CAPTURE RATE
How to Calculate:  
Divide the number of patients who filled prescrip-
tions at your practice’s optical shop by the number 
of patients who received new prescriptions from your 
practice. Multiply by 100.

What’s Average:  
Among eye care practitioners with private opticals, 
the average capture rate for eyeglasses is about 65 
percent (64 percent for frames and 68 percent for 
lenses), according to VisionWatch.

What to Know:  
Even if your capture rate is about average, you still 
have opportunities to boost your revenue. If your 
practice grosses $750,000 annually and you have 
an average capture rate, for example, you “lose” 
$160,000 annually to other retail opticals. Ways to 
improve your optical’s capture include: provider and 
staff training, a systemized “hand off” between pro-
vider and optical staff, appealing optical displays that 
patients see from the waiting area, a frame inventory 
that attracts your patient population, strategic pricing, 
savvy promotions, and excellent customer service.

Many practice management and optical 
point-of-sale tools calculate these benchmarks 

for you so you can assess your performance 
month by month, year over year, or within 

other time frames you specify.

TIP!
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For consistently accurate 
benchmarks, make sure everyone 

in your optical defines “second 
pair” the same way. Is it a second 
pair of glasses with prescription 

lenses or does your measurement 
also include non-prescription 
sunglasses? Similarly, does it 
include replacement glasses?

TIP!

BENCHMARK

02
BENCHMARK

03

BENCHMARK

04

MULTIPLE PAIR 
RATIO
How to Calculate: Patients 
purchasing two or more pairs divided 
by total number of patients purchasing 
eyewear from your optical. Some 
optical management systems don’t 
make it easy to track second pair 
sales. If this is the case for your 
system, assign a discount code you 
use only for second pairs purchased at 
your optical and track it monthly.

What’s Average: The majority of 
people use only one pair of prescription 
glasses regularly, but 30 percent use 
two pairs regularly and 6 percent 
use 3 pairs regularly, according to 
VisionWatch data. The older the client, 
the more likely he is to own multiple 
pairs. Men are slightly more likely to 
own multiple pairs than women.

What to Know: To boost your 
multiple pair ratio, make sure you train 
your opticians on products and sales 
techniques. Asking patients about 
needs such as hobbies and computer 
use is good customer service. This 
discovery selling strategy can initiate 
a discussion of the benefits of 
purchasing a second pair.

ANTIREFLECTIVE  
LENS RATIO
How to Calculate: Total 
number of antireflective 
lenses sold divided by total 
number of lenses sold.

What’s Average: Nationally, 
about 40 percent of lenses 
sold in the US are anti-
reflective, according to AOA 
data. In contrast, 90 percent 
of lenses sold in Europe and 
Asia are anti-reflective, which indicates there’s more 
consumer demand than you might think.

What to Know: Some opticians prefer to use the 
term “no glare lenses” to clarify to patients what 
antireflective lenses actually do for them. Make sure 
you train opticians to explain to patients the benefits 
of antireflective lenses for folks who use the computer, 
drive at night, or have high-index prescriptions.

EYEWEAR GROSS  
PROFIT MARGIN
How to Calculate:  
(Eyewear gross revenue minus eyewear cost-of-
goods) divided by eyewear gross revenue.

What’s Average:  
The median for independent opticals managed by 
ODs is 61 percent, according to Essilor MBA data. 
A high-performance eyewear gross profit margin is 
66-75 percent.

What to Know:  
If a $750,000 practice improves its annual margin 
from 61 percent to 67 percent, that’s $20,000 
additional revenue. If your margin is on the low side, 
consider tracking the data more closely, adjusting 
retail prices to accommodate increases in wholesale 
frame pricing and lab prices, tracking optical 
chain pricing to make sure your pricing isn’t more 
competitive than it needs to be, and conducting 
pricing tests to learn what your market can bear.

 If your system 
breaks out standard 
antireflective lenses 

from premium 
antireflective lenses, 

you should track 
those ratios as well.

TIP!
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BENCHMARK
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REMAKE RATIO
How to Calculate: Remake eyewear orders divided 
by total number of eyewear orders.

What’s Average:  
15 percent of all spectacle lens orders require 
remakes. Some well-managed private opticals can 
get their remake ratios down to 5 percent.

What to Know:  
Plenty! Learn how much remakes cost you, smart 
ways to reduce remakes, and tips for troubleshooting 
prescription complaints.

ANNUAL CONTACT LENS 
SALES PER CONTACT 
LENS EYE EXAM
How to Calculate:  
Divide total collected revenue from contact lens sales 
by the number of contact lens exams performed for a 
12-month period.

What’s Average:  
The median is $152. High performers are in the $199-
$299 range.

What to Know:  
This number can tell you a lot about your contact 
lens capture rate, how much higher quality lens 
factor into your sales mix, and most importantly, 
whether your practice and retail optical sell annual 
supplies effectively. Being “one boxed” to death by 
your contact lens patients can make your practice 
perform below the median for this benchmark. To 
remedy, you can identify patients who purchase 
annual supplies by setting up an annual supply 
discount in your system. The discount can serve to 
incentivize patients to purchase annual supplies from 
your practice. Free home delivery and free offers 
with annual supply purchases, for instance, or free 
sunglasses with annual supplies purchase, are other 
incentives to try.
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FTE MD Definition:  
If a provider works at least 180 
days in the clinic or in surgery, 
BSM labels them as “full-time,” 

says Maller.

Now more than ever, it’s important to monitor your retina 
practice’s financial health. 

Benchmarking empowers you to check your gut feelings 
with hard data, says BSM Consulting’s Andrew Maller, 
MBA, COE, who presented at the ASCRS/ASOA 2016. 

When you think about your retina practice or the retina 
specialty portion of your comprehensive practice, you may 
have concerns such as: 

• Why am I making less than last year?

• Why is our overhead so high?

• Our drug costs are ruining our profitability!

• Why is it that the techs are always standing around in 
the back office? Do we have too many staffers?

• My associate is not productive enough.

Applied correctly, benchmarking can show you whether 
your subjective concerns are valid, what’s causing your 
problems, and how to fix them, Maller says.

If your practice hasn’t benchmarked much before, Maller 
has some caveats. Pick two or three benchmarks to start 
with so you don’t overwhelm yourself, he advises. And don’t 
check numbers once a month—if you do, you’ll overreact to 
fluctuations that don’t impact your retina practice’s financial 
health long-term. Most experts recommend you check 
benchmarks quarterly or semiannually. 

For the  
retina practice:
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NET COLLECTIONS 
PER FTE MD
How to Calculate: 
Divide net collection total for year 
by number of FTE MDs. Exclude all 
revenue from J codes.

Range:  
$1.0 million-$1.8 million.

Insight:  
This benchmark helps you gauge 
provider productivity. Look for year-
over-year changes or significant 
variances among different doctors. 
If your practice is below range, you 
may have provider inefficiencies or 
collection difficulties in your practice.

PATIENT VISITS 
PER FTE MD
How to Calculate:  
Divide annual total of patient visits 
by number of FTE MDs. Include 
visits coded with eye codes and E/M 
codes, as well as no-charge visits. 
Exclude injection visits from this 
calculation.

Range:  
$3,500-$5,700

Insight:  
Why the huge range here? Retina 
specialists who do lots of injection 
visits are going to have fewer office 
visits than their peers.

NEW PATIENT RATIO
How to Calculate:  
Divide the number of patient visits by the sum 
total of new and established patient visits.

Insight:  
A higher number signals that you’re doing 
well bringing in new patients and not so well 
keeping them. A lower number may be a sign 
that your practice is having trouble fitting new 
patients into the schedule.

NET COLLECTIONS 
PER PATIENT VISIT
How to Calculate:  
Divide annual net collections by total number 
of patient visits (eye codes and E/M codes, 
as well as no-charge visits). Exclude injection 
visits from this calculation.

Range:  
$225-$366, a decrease from the range in 
years past.

Insight:  
Several practice administrators who 
attended Maller’s ASCRS session say they 
use this metric differently for retina than they 
have in the past. Why? It doesn’t take into 
account surgical professional fees that have 
surged with the rise of injectable drugs to 
treat AMD. Many administrators continue 
to use this metric for forecasting, however, 
because surgical professional fees start with 
patient visits.

BENCHMARK

01

BENCHMARK

02

BENCHMARK

03

BENCHMARK

04
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OPERATING 
EXPENSE RATIO
How to Calculate:  
Divide operating expenses by net 
collections. Exclude drug costs and 
MD compensation from operating 
expenses. Exclude drug revenue 
from net collections. It’s difficult for 
most accounting systems to pull out 
J-code revenue, Maller notes, but 
it’s essential if you want an accurate 
snapshot.

Range:  
46-65 percent

GROSS PAYROLL 
RATIO
How to Calculate:  
Divide gross staff wages by net 
collections.

Range:  
18%-27%

Insight:  
“This is the one that’s seen the biggest 
changes over recent years,” Maller notes. 
There’s no question that it costs your 
retina practice more to get paid than it 
used to. You’ve likely had to add staff 
to do pre-authorizations and inventory 
tracking and your expenses are up.

NET COLLECTIONS PER 
FTE SUPPORT STAFF
How to Calculate:  
Divide net collections by the number of 
support staff.

Range:  
$150,000-$225,000

Insight:  
A lower number may indicate that your 
practice is overstaffed, and a higher 
number may indicate that your practice 
is understaffed, but don’t jump to hasty 
conclusions, Maller warns. If you suspect 
your practice is overstaffed, compare this 
metric to your payroll to revenue ratio. One 
reason this benchmark could be on the 
low side: You’ve recently brought on a new 
associate who’s still building a patient base.

FTE SUPPORT STAFF 
PER FTE MD
How to Calculate:  
Divide number of FTE support staff by 
number of FTE MDs.

Range: 6-9

Insight: This number is higher for retina 
practices than for comprehensive practices, 
where it’s 4-8, and it fluctuates depending 
on the business model. For example, multi-
location practices will have a higher number.

More metrics:

• Patient visits per clinic session

• Diagnostic testing percentage

• Intravitreal injection yield

• Laser procedure yield

• Outpatient surgery yield

If you want to quickly take into  
account the cost of employment 

benefits, add about 5 percent to your 
gross wages total.

TIP!

BENCHMARK

05
BENCHMARK

07

BENCHMARK
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BENCHMARK
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The proposed MPFS 
for 2017 restores 
reimbursement lost 
this past year for 67107, 
67108, and 67110.

The proposed schedule 
also nixes CMS’s 
previous plans to cut 
2017 reimbursements 
for three trabeculoplasty 
procedures—65855, 
66170, and 66172. 
Beginning Jan. 1, 2017, 
CMS will use the original 
AMA Relative Value 
Update Committee 
(RUC)-recommended 
relative value units 
(RVUs) that CMS rejected 
in 2015 for 2016 fees. 
That’s good news for 
your retina practice’s 
financial health in 2017.

NEWS

The

Good

Retina practices are likely seeing decreased revenue 
this year because the 2016 Medicare Physician Fee 
Schedule (MPFS) drastically cut reimbursement for 

several procedures:

67107 67108 67110
Retinal detachment 

repair, scleral 
buckle—dropped  

16 percent.

Repair of retinal 
detachment with 

vitrectomy—took a 
34 percent cut, with 

average reimbursement 
falling from $1631 in 

2015 to $1105 in 2016.

Pneumoretinopexy 
—took a 19 percent 

reduction.
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Many opticians claim they sell 
more high-end, expensive 

frames than they actually do 
because those splashy sales 

linger longer and more vividly 
in their minds, says Salvato. 

Data trumps memory, and the 
numbers often show that the 

“bread-and-butter” frames are 
the real movers.
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Operational

What if you had the time to focus solely on your patients while 

your staff managed a full schedule and made the most out of all 

of your resources? Your practice or surgical center can run with 

ease, but you need to capture the right analytical data to get 

there. Using analytics helps you increase productivity, manage 

resources efficiently, make strategic human resources decisions, 

and engage in high-quality capacity planning and quality control.

If your optical is less profitable than you’d like it to be, take a good, hard look at inventory management 
to cut expenses, increase revenue, avoid markdowns, and improve your profit margin. 

What’s your optical’s gross profit margin for eyewear? A margin of 
66-75 percent indicates you’re managing inventory well.

For the retail optical:
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Discover the Optimum

INVENTORY LEVEL 
for Your Practice

BSM Consulting’s Carolyn Salvato 
recommends the following steps for 
practices that have opticals:

Multiply the number of 
prescriptions written annually  
by the capture rate.

Example: If your practice 
generates 5,000 prescriptions 
per year and your capture rate 
is 60 percent, you’ve got 3,000 
eyeglass orders per year.

Divide your annual eyeglass 
orders by your turn ratio to get 
your optimum inventory level.

Example: 3,000 eyeglass  
orders divided by a turn ratio  
of 3 equals 1,000 frame units.

1

2

Limit Your Vendors 
Eye Care Leaders Consultant Kelly Sweet says, “When heading to the 
trade shows, be sure to have specific frame goals in mind. Have an 
intended price point, demographic and style in mind. This will help keep 
you focused and will keep your optical from becoming disjointed.”

Optical managers should avoid the 
temptation to have too many vendors, 
advises Sweet. While it may be fun 
to place the initial order, this can hurt 
your bottom line. Too many vendors 
can complicate your inventory 
process and your relationship with 
your rep. Reps are inclined to provide 
better service and pay more attention 
to the clinics that sell more of their 
product. A larger line will show better 
to your patients and will give you 
the upper hand when it comes to 
negotiating favorable terms. 

200-400  4-5

401-600  6-8

601-800  9-11

801+  12

NUMBER OF 
FRAME UNITS

RECOMMENDED 
NUMBER OF 
VENDORS
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Assemble a Preferred Vendor List
If you find that you have too many vendors, you will 
probably need to trim the fat. Take some time to analyze 
your current stock and make educated cuts based on 
facts and numbers. 

Sweet advises keeping vendors who:

• Carry products that have a proven turn rate. 
Remember, sales is the name of the game.

• Keep reps who are easy to work with. This includes 
timely and consistent support, fair exchange/return 
policies, and someone who is always willing to make 
exceptions. 

• Be mindful of your price points. You don’t want to over 
saturate yourself with too many frames of a specific 
price point. 

Select frames that clients who come to 
your practice will buy.
Identify two types of frames:

1. The kinds of frames that sell in your optical already.

2. The kinds of frames that could sell if your capture rate 
were higher—that is, if your optical were attracting 
more of the patients getting eyewear prescriptions in 
your practice.

Use your practice management and point-of-sale 
software to learn about your current market, and consider 
tools like zip code analysis to understand your potential 
markets, advises Mark Johnson, Director of Optical 
Services at Virginia Eye Institute.

Sometimes, inventory mismanagement happens because 
the optical manager is not optimally tuned in to who your 
patients really are, Salvato says.

Optical professionals must balance within themselves 
strange combinations of science and fashion, practicality 
and fancy. Sometimes, fashion and fancy get the better of 

them and sabotage 
your optical’s profits.

Similarly, beware the 
gaggle of fashion-
forward techs who 
influence your optical 
manager’s buying 
decisions more than 
they should.

Salvato tells the story 
of a very hip, very chic 
optical shop that had 
“a large CK poster 
at the front entrance 
and a very, very poor capture rate.” The problem? “There 
wasn’t a patient in the practice who wasn’t 100 years 
old,” Salvato jokes. The hipster optical shop manager 
wasn’t receptive to altering his inventory mix until he saw 
numbers that clearly showed that only the frames “from his 
old person board” were turning, she recalls. He was able 
to improve his turn rate tremendously by selecting more 
frames that appealed to his demographic and ditching the 
frames that patients never bought.

If necessary, plan an inventory transition.
If you discover your inventory mix is completely wrong for 
your market, you will need to plan an inventory transition.  
Salvato recommends the following steps:

1. Exchange frames you won’t sell for saleable product 
within the vendor’s line.

2. Consider trading frames with a new vendor. “There are 
several vendors out there who will help you clean up 
your inventory,” Salvato says. “You just have to ask.”

3. Initiate price reductions.

4. As a last resort, donate inventory that won’t sell and 
you can’t exchange. Ask your accountant about 
allowed deductions.

Salvato recommends you 
negotiate a “one for one” 

exchange policy for frames 
that your optical doesn’t sell 
within a year. Vendors that 

dictate “three for one” exchange 
policies should go on your 

“cut” list. Insist that the vendor 
put agreements and policies 

in writing. Most vendors won’t 
volunteer to do that for you 

unless you ask them.

TIP!

Salvato recommends the following number of vendors based on the number of frame units that the practice sells annually. 
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8 
What causes your inventory mix to be less 
than optimal? Sherrie Rogerson, a former 
optical manager who now works with REM 
Eyewear, points to these common culprits:

1  Required minimum purchases from  
 frame vendors.

2  Too many vendors.

3  Too many frames.

4  Too many brands.

5  Wrong inventory for the market you serve.

6  Poorly marked.

7 Poorly merchandised.

8  Poorly managed.

Reasons
Your Optical’s

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
IS OUT OF WHACK

For the ASC
Supplies are your ASC’s second highest overhead 
expense. If you want your ASC to profit amidst flat 
reimbursement levels, you must spot and stop all 
inventory inefficiencies.

“As far as specific items go, you are only going to 
be able to get the price down so low,” says Sam 
Goldberger, MD, an ophthalmologist in Beverly 
Hills, CA who specializes in oculofacial plastic 
surgery. To make an impact on your profits, you 
must scrutinize—and possibly overhaul—the entire 
supply chain at your ophthalmic ASC. 

Ophthalmic ASCs spend lots of money on supplies 
like IOLs, viscoelastic, phaco tubing, and surgical 
trays. While it makes sense to cut your largest and 
most obvious expenses, don’t overlook smaller price 
differences in lower-priced items. “If the item is high-
use, it adds up,” says Dr. Goldberger.

Examples: Masks and shoe covers are two 
under-the-radar supplies that are high-use cost 
centers. Some expenses, like janitorial supplies, 
get overlooked because there’s the assumption 
of “we’ve always used that vendor.” The lesson? 
Go over every supply you order—not just the 
“important” ones—to determine whether there is 
a less expensive option that doesn’t compromise 
quality of care.

Peer pressure—the good kind—is a great way 
to influence change, so consider appointing 
a “physician ambassador” to lend credibility 

to your mission and bring colleagues on 
board. Choose a surgeon whose case costs 

are significantly lower than others. Look at the 
supplies he or she is using, present them to other 
physicians, and ask if they would be interested in 

using the new supply. 

TIP!
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Standardize Supplies
Physician spending on items outside of the surgical kit varies 
dramatically, says Chris Kassen, who served as Vice President 
of supply chain operations for Surgical Care Affiliates, in a recent 
Becker’s ASC Review webinar. If you can get all of your doctors 
to agree to the same supplies, you can negotiate better deals for 
surgical packs that include those supplies. 

If getting all of your surgeons to agree on anything sounds 
impossible, take heart—and stick to the data. Target procedures with 
a high variance in supply costs per surgeon, and low reimbursement, 
advises Kassen. In the average ophthalmic ASC, the supply cost per 
cataract procedure easily can vary by $75-$100 among physicians, 
he says.

Although pharmaceutical spend tends to be less varied among 
physicians than other materials, drug preferences still deserve a closer 
look. “Choosing generics over brand name drugs can save a center 
hundreds of thousands of dollars over time,” Matthew Boudreau of 
Eye Care Leaders says. Not all ASCs will realize that level of savings. 
“Physicians can be resistant, sometimes for good reason. They may 
have firmly held opinions about the efficacy of certain drugs. But if you 
can get even one out of every ten surgeons to opt for a generic, the 
savings can still be significant,” Boudreau says.

Shipping and freight make up 
3-5 percent of the average ASC’s 
supply spend, according to internal 
data from OptiFreight Logistics. 
“I regularly see centers try to save 
money on supplies like premium 
IOLs by keeping stock levels as low 
as possible,” says Matthew Boudreau, 
an Eye Care Leaders practice 
management consultant. When a 
center doesn’t have the right lenses 
at the right time, employees end 
up ordering on the fly and using 
expensive rush or overnight shipping 
fees rather than being out of stock. 

Boudreau recommends stocking 
lenses on consignment. “It helps 
maintain the right level of inventory 
without tying up too much capital 
that could be better used to grow 
your center elsewhere,” he says. One 
caveat? The “bill and replace” cycle of 
reconciling consigned inventory can 
be time consuming and requires more 
frequent communication with your 
vendors. “If you consign, an automated 
inventory management system is a 
good idea,” Boudreau notes. 

Use Automated Inventory 
Management
A data-based approach to inventory 
management is essential to 
realizing significant cost savings. 
Many surgery centers, however, 
rely on paper records or manual 
spreadsheets. “Centers that don’t 
employ the right technology 
to track and analyze inventory 
data have a much harder time 
identifying opportunities to lower 
supply costs, eliminate waste, 
and reduce staff time involved in 
the inventory process,” says Chad 
Camac, Vice President of Sales at 
ManagementPlus.

SHIPPING Shape Up Your
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7
INVENTORY 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

OPHTHALMIC ASCs
Must-Haves for 

• Specialty-specific. Use a management 
system that is designed specifically to 
streamline ophthalmology workflows.

• Web-based/wireless capability. 
Connectivity with your primary suppliers 
is a bonus.

• User-friendly interface. A variety of 
staff members will likely use the system, 
so it should be relatively simple and 
intuitive. If not, you will have a tough 
time getting staff buy-in.

• Affordability. Systems with a 
subscription can be more affordable 
versus one that requires a large initial 
capital outlay.

• Accuracy.  Even an error rate as small as 
5 percent could result in significant 
financial and material waste.

• Real-time tracking and charge 
capture. Auditing your inventory once a 
month isn’t enough. Real-time updates 
help you maintain optimal supply levels, 
prevent revenue from falling through the 
cracks, and ensure soon-to-be expired 
products are used first.

• Analytics. Analysis of trending data is 
essential to identifying opportunities for 
savings. 

Clinical

Analytics is especially helpful in determining 
trends in surgeries, outcomes, adherence 
to screening guidelines and clinical 
performance. A huge amount of medical 
information is available on the care and 
treatment of patients, including data on 
quality of life, patient satisfaction, and 
patient loyalty. These insights can be 
used to develop innovative programs and 
services to improve eye care delivery. 

Analytics also can offer insight 
when dealing with payers. As 
payer networks get narrower, 
you may find yourself out of 
the network. If you can offer 
insurer data that supports 
low cost/high quality care, 
you may get back in. And if 
you’re wondering whether to 
add or remove a product or 
service, clinical analytics help 
you make the right decisions 
for your practice. Plus, 
clinical analytics give you the 
information you need about 
your current and potential 
patients to help you create 
strategic marketing plans.
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with Analytics

FOR EVERYONE

marketing 
Raise Your 

You and your staff 
know very well who 
your patients are and 
who buys from your 
optical dispensary. But 
do you know who your 
potential patients and 
clients are?

Zip code analysis gives your 
vision care practice the power to 
recognize financial opportunities 
and respond to them proactively, 
explains Mark Johnson, Director 
of Optical Services at Virginia 
Eye Institute. It helps you 
identify the incomes, ages, 
buying characteristics, and 
other demographic information 
of patients who frequent your 
practice as well as potential 
patients, says Johnson.

To begin, use your place-of-sale 
(POS) software to pull the zip 
codes of the patients who’ve 
visited your practice within the 

last few years. Export your POS 
data into a spreadsheet that notes 
each patient’s zip code, as well as 
any other data you have in your 
POS, such as gender, age, and 
dispensary spending.

Study the POS data to discern clues 
to how your practice appeals to local 
markets. Ask the following details:

Where do most of your patients 
come from? How much does 
geographical proximity influence 
the mix? Do you discern patterns 
that suggest other factors besides 
geography are shaping your client 
base? Are there particular zip 
codes with higher percentages of 
dispensary purchases than others?

Next, go to a free zip code analysis 
website to learn more about the 
demographics of each zip code. zip 
code websites will tell you:

• Population density, and how 
it compares to population 
densities in the county, state, 
and U.S.

• Median age, and how it 
compares to median age of 
county, state, and U.S.

• Median income, and how it 
compares to median income of 
county, state, and U.S.

• Household type—for example, 
single, married couple, etc.

• Average household size

• Housing type—for example: 
single unit, multi-unit rental, etc.

• Median home price

• Unemployment rate

You can learn a ton from what zip 
code data websites such as ESRI 
may offer for free, and get more 
detailed data for a price. 

Once you’ve pulled together data 
for the zip codes in your area, use 
what you learn to find out what 
kinds of clients your practice isn’t 
attracting. If you’d like to market 
to those patients, use the data you 
find to brainstorm ways to appeal 
to them. For example, you might 
modify your frame inventory to 
appeal to a particular demographic 
where you see opportunity. Or, you 
might plan a pop-up event or trunk 
show that targets the demographic 
your practice is missing.

efforts 
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FOR EVERYONE

How to get the most out of your 

EHR data
Don’t forget that your EHR is a marketing 
powerhouse—if you collect the right kind of data—
that you can use as part of your marketing strategy: 

The amount of EHR data you can collect and the 
number of reports you can run can be overwhelming. 
Start with a question or assumption, advises John 
McDaniel, healthcare expert and SECO 2016 speaker. Do 
this for your variables where you have an interest, but 
not too many at first. That is death by a million cuts, he 
cautions. “The biggest hurdle for most people is working 
with the software to generate the reports/data that you 
want the system to spit out. The best advice that I can 
give you is to work with the vendors,” McDaniel says.

Check out McDaniel’s 4-step  
data analysis process:
Step 1: Describe. You need to know what you want 
to do with the data before you figure out how to do 
it. Failure to plan what you want to measure ahead of 
time ensures that you’ll either lack the data, or lack 
reasonable access to the data, says McDaniel. Start 
simple with single items to see how they look. Think 
about variables such as the age of your patients, the 
number of patients with insurance, and the number 
of patients without insurance coverage.

Step 2: Understand: Start to combine variables to 
get more interesting and detailed measures. The 
EHR data will help you create specific patient groups 
that you can market to and track. For example, you 
could segment your patients that are myopic, wear 
contact lenses, and are over age 42; then, send them 
a reminder or promo card for backup glasses.          

Step 3: Predict. This is where you’ll plan marketing 
campaigns based on your interpretation of the data 
uncovered in steps 1 and 2. Accurate predictions of 
what will and won’t work come from repeated data 
extraction and analysis, says McDaniel. Watch for 
these caveats:

• Be very selective about what variables you 
routinely look at. The number of combined 
variables should never exceed 10.

• Ensure you’re looking at the exact same variables 
every time. Changing even one can skew your 
results significantly.

• The frequency at which you should look at the 
data is longer than most people think. Monthly is 
convenient, but often too short to be useful. To get 
the most reliable and valid data sets, quarterly is as 
frequent as you should get.
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Step 4: Control. When you control 
your data, you’ll be able to introduce 
interventions with an eye toward the 
direction and amount of impact on 
the results, according to McDaniel. 
Not surprisingly, this takes the longest 
time to achieve. “Marketing works, 
and it works very well—over time,” he 
says. “Marketing segmentation and 
targeting priorities [are areas] where 
the game has changed drastically.”

Digging Deep (But Not Too Deep)
When it comes to extracting and 
interpreting your EHR data, your 
marketing options are almost 
limitless. Start small, and start simple, 
McDaniel suggests. Here are some 
ideas to get you started:

• Medication missteps: Find out 
which patients take medications 
that increase the risk of eye 
damage. If they have not had a 
comprehensive exam in over a 
year, invite them in.

• Constant contact: Find out what 
patients who are aged 39-50, have 
never worn contact lenses, and 
have a prescription compatible 
with multifocal CLs. Market to 
them.

• Work out: Do a significant 
number of patients share the same 
employer? It’s worth touching 
base with that employer yearly to 
find out whether they’ll still offer a 
plan that includes you.

The quality of data you can extract 
from your EHR is only as good as 
the data you enter into it. If you’re 
not collecting many types of data 
about your patients, this is your 
wake up call. Figure out what data 
is most important to collect and 
make a concentrated focus to do so, 
emphasizes McDaniel. Ask yourself 
questions such as “What data are we 
not consistently collecting? Is there 
any potential value in collecting it? 
What is the cost in collecting it?”

Your practice has many measurable 
areas that need to be monitored and 
followed based upon their utilization. 
Areas of interest include staff, diagnostic 
devices, equipment, and patient 
attrition. Understanding your metrics 
around utilization provides you with vital 
information to make decisions, make 
changes, and increase profitability. 

Utilization
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We know how tiring (and time consuming) it is to juggle multiple equipment loans 
in your eye care practice. To save time, money, and energy, consolidating all of 
those loans may be a good idea. Let your data guide you in making this decision.

Often, the practices struggling to keep up with multiple payments are those 
that that can least afford to do so. “Decisions between leasing and buying often 
come down to cash flow, with higher-profit practices typically buying equipment 
and lower-profit ones financing or leasing,” practice management expert John 
Pinto noted in the July issue of Ophthalmology Management. 

It’s not uncommon to find practices shuffling 7-10 or more equipment leases. By 
consolidating, you can replace multiple payments with one monthly payment. 
This means saving on interest, administrative time, and even eliminating late fees 
for payments that get lost in the monthly shuffle. Additionally, you may be able to 
change the timeline for paying off the loans, thereby improving cash flow. 

For the ophthalmologist 
practice:

Although lenders often use 

the words “refinancing” 

and “consolidation” 

interchangeably, these 

terms aren’t the same 

thing. When refinancing, 

a borrower pays off an 

existing, higher interest 

rate loan with a new, 

lower interest rate loan. 

Consolidation refers 

specifically to the process 

of refinancing multiple 

loans into one new loan. 

You may not always get 

a better interest rate by 

consolidating, but the 

interest rate isn’t the only 

thing that matters—you 

may be able to save in 

other ways. 

CONSOLIDATION 
VS. 

REFINANCING

ECPs continue to face financial pressures—eight glaucoma 
and retina procedures suffered double-digit percentage 

Medicare payment cuts in 2016. 
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Is Consolidation Right for You? 

3 STEPS TO FIND OUT
Just because you can qualify 

for debt consolidation doesn’t 

mean it’s the best option for 

your practice. Run the numbers 

first to make sure your new loan 

arrangement will actually benefit 

you. CEO of Alpine Capital, Al 

Regdos, breaks down the steps to 

determining whether consolidation 

makes sense for your practice.

1. Calculate the total amount you’ll be 
consolidating. Determine the payoff amount for 
each currently outstanding equipment loan. You 
can get this information from your lender or the loan 
amortization schedule, if you have it. The total equals 
the size of the new loan you’ll need.

2. Calculate the effective interest rate. Knowing 
this number will give you a clearer picture of any 
financial product’s true cost, and could prevent 
you from making a potentially expensive mistake. 
Stated interest rates that look equal on paper (called 
nominal interest rates) can actually be quite different 
due to varying loan terms, amortization schedules, 
compounding interest, and other factors. This 
calculation can be complicated, so consider using a 
reputable online calculator. 

3. Compare apples to apples. Compare the combined 
total cost of your existing loans to that of any 
potential new loan. Add up the total amount you’ll 
pay in interest over the life of each of your current 
loans, according to the original payment schedules. 
Remember, differences in your loan terms can 
significantly impact the total cost of your loan. Do 
you have an operating lease where you’ll have to pay 
fair market value for the equipment at the end of the 
lease term? Or will you have to pay thousands of 
dollars in shipping costs to return it to the vendor? 

Some loan agreements include a prepayment 
penalty — they’re meant to protect the lender 

against the interest lost when a borrower 
pays off a loan early. These penalties can be 

significant and could make debt consolidation 
less attractive, so don’t forget to include 

prepays as you calculate your payoff amounts. 

TIP!

There may be situations where 

your total cost of borrowing 

through consolidation is actually 

higher, but it’s still the right 

decision to move your practice 

forward. If you are struggling 

financially, consolidating could 

help you attain more manageable 

payments and improve your 

immediate cash flow — that may 

be worth the extra cost. 
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Private equity firms 

aren’t regulated like 

banks. On one hand, 

this usually means they 

have more creativity 

to structure a financial 

solution tailored to 

your specific needs 

and goals. On the other 

hand, you probably 

remember the “creative 

financing” that led to 

2008’s global financial 

crisis. The lesson? You 

need to know your 

rights as a borrower, 

work with a reputable 

lender or broker, and 

verify any loan offer with 

your own research and 

calculations. 

Where to Find Financing?
The healthcare market is incredibly 
dynamic and complicated—that makes it 
difficult for providers to find the right kind 
of financing solutions. Commercial banks 
struggle to judge the healthcare market 
or understand ECPs’ challenges and 
needs, and as a result are often unable 
to structure a loan that makes sense to 
a practice. One example? Many states 
have corporate practice of medicine 
(CPOM) restrictions that can easily derail 
a commercial loan in underwriting. 

Lenders should be well-versed in 
professional corporation compliance 
requirements, fee splitting, referral 
restrictions, ethics rules, and more. 
Specialty firms that focus on healthcare 
financing can be a good option. These 
firms often:

• Better understand provider 
challenges, needs, and the complex 
reimbursement environment. They 
can offer what many banks cannot, 
with a more diverse and creative 
product offering.

• May not require a personal 
guarantee—a great relief for 
physicians. Instead, loans may be 
collateralized by assets like accounts 
receivable (A/R) or even inventory.

• Avoid the ‘bait and switch’ model. 
Commercial banks sometimes offer 
loans with terms that they can’t 
actually finance because they don’t 
understand the healthcare market. 
Loans must often be restructured in 
underwriting, or won’t close at all.

• Offer clear direction on 
responsibilities to ensure a timely 
closing. A bank may indicate that 
they’ll start the process and conduct 
due diligence in 30, 60, or even 90 
days. The borrower remains unclear 
on the timeframes and next steps. 

• Respond quickly, and with authority. 
At most banks, the borrower-facing 
account executive has no authority. 
Specialty firms more often have 
an open-door communication 
policy with far less bureaucracy for 
borrowers to navigate.

BEWARE
Buyer 

FOR EVERYONE
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More and more cataract surgeons are 
equipping their practices to perform 
femtosecond laser assisted cataract 
surgery (FLACS), but that doesn’t 
necessarily mean you should jump on 
the bandwagon now.

Almost 60 percent of cataract 
surgeons have no current plans to 
implement FLACS, indicate consultants 
Michael Malley and Cory Pickett. The 
considerable money and time involved 
in the initial investment is just one 
reason to sit out for a while to wait for 
equipment prices to come down and 
patient demand to increase.

For example, if you’re adept at doing 
cataract surgeries quickly and well, a 
femtosecond laser may not pay off for 
you as much as it might a slower, less 
experienced cataract surgeon. Lack of 
market demand in your area may be 
another reason to forgo FLACS.

According to journal article authors 
John Bartlett and Kevin Miller, you are 
most likely to benefit financially from 
FLACS if your practice currently has:

• High volume and efficiency

• Average or lower-than-average 
current premium lens usage rates

• Ability to lower overhead by sharing 
the laser among multiple surgeons

• An affluent patient base. 

What’s “high volume?”  
Use this FLACS stat to measure:
Two surgeons can handle up to 6-8 
cases per hour if one surgeon performs 
the procedure’s femtosecond portion and 
the other surgeon performs lens removal, 
according to a 2013 article in the Journal 
of Cataract Refractive Surgery.

For the 
ophthalmologist 
practice:



With the federal government creating so many programs—QPP, 
MIPS, MACRA, and more—we know that it can feel like there are 
too many things to track. Using reliable analytics helps you meet 
constantly changing compliance requirements easily.

Statutory 
Compliance
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One of the most confusing 
topics in healthcare 
compliance is the 
Medicare Access and CHIP 
Reauthorization Act, or 
MACRA, going live in 2017. 
We break down everything 
you need to know about 
MACRA so that you can make 
all of the necessary changes 
in your practice to cash in on 
bonuses and avoid penalties.

MACRA makes big promises. 
CMS is still working on the 
details, taking into account 
the thousands of comments 
they’ve received (comments 
closed on June 27) before 
issuing the final rule this fall. 
So what’s the best way for 
forward-thinking ECPs to 
prepare? Check out our quick 
start guide to get the jump on 
MACRA, whatever it turns out 
to be.

ALPHABET SOUP 
ACI (Advancing Care Information): One of the four MIPS categories—the one 
that’s replacing Meaningful Use (more on that later).

APM (Alternative Payment Model): Payment models other than fee-for-service, 
like accountable care organizations (ACO), bundled payment arrangements, and 
patient centered medical homes (PCMH). 

CPIA (Clinical Practice Improvement Activities): The new 4th performance 
category of MIPS.

EC (Eligible Clinician): The term CMS chose to replace the EP you’re probably 
used to. It encompasses the broader range of health care professionals eligible to 
participate in the QPP.

IRIS (Intelligent Research in Sight): Created by the AAO, IRIS is the United 
States’ first comprehensive eye disease clinical registry, or data repository. It helps 
the AAO produce easy-to-interpret, national data and validate the quality of care 
ophthalmologists provide. Eligible physicians can use IRIS to achieve PQRS and MU 
incentives.

MACRA (Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015): The law 
intended to steer our healthcare system toward three goals of better care, smarter 
spending, and healthier people by focusing on incentives, care delivery, and 
information sharing.

MIPS (Merit-Based Incentive Payment System): Part of the QPP, MIPS 
streamlines the current Meaningful Use (MU), Physician Quality Reporting System 
PQRS, and the Value-based Modifier (VBM) programs, combining them and adding a 
new 4th category (CPIA).

QP (Qualifying Participant): An EC who is eligible to participate in the QPP’s APM 
track. MACRA offers additional rewards for participation in APMs, and even higher 
bonuses for advanced APMs.

QPP (Quality Payment Program): The pay-for-value system that MACRA created, 
consisting of two tracks: MIPS and APM. 

FOR EVERYONE

Quick-Start Guide
MACRA 3
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in 2017 and 2018, respectively. 
Eye care specialties were 
expected to be among the most 
negatively affected had that 
transition occurred.

MACRA seems to improve what’s in 
place now—but it’s far from perfect, 
and it’s pretty complex. The devil is 
in the details and those details may 
change. Right now, your best move is 
to prepare for the following main details:

• The QPP aims to minimize 
physicians’ reporting burdens 
by combining individual programs 
(MU, PQRS, VBM) and removing 
redundancies, like the quality 
reporting component of MU.

• It mostly removes the all-or-
nothing aspects of the individual 
programs by offering varying levels 
of risk and reward. There’s one 
exception (we’ll get to that in a bit)

• It gives ECs flexibility to choose 
the most meaningful measures 
and activities to report. But it also 
removes the Measures Group 
reporting options (including 
the Cataracts and Diabetic 
Retinopathy Measures Groups), 

MACRA created the Quality 
Payment Program (QPP), a 
new framework for rewarding 
better quality of care (as the feds 
define it). It offers the choice of 
two payment tracks, MIPS or 
APM, each aimed at transitioning 
fee-for-service to fee-for-value, 
but in distinct ways.

The MIPS track is budget-
neutral; the APM track is not. 
Budget-neutral means that the 
losers will finance the winners.

MACRA fixes two additional 
issues important to ECPs:

• It repeals the Sustainable 
Growth Rate (SGR), replacing 
it with 5 years of positive 0.5 
percent payment updates 
from 2015-2019. Years 2020-
2025 will have a zero percent 
update. From 2026 on, MIPS 
and APM participants receive 
0.25 percent and 0.75 percent 
positive updates, respectively. 

• It prevents CMS from 
transitioning 10- and 90-day 
global codes to 0-day codes 

3 MACRA
(Because Some Might Change)

Must-Knows for Right Now

1

2

3

Like most bills, MACRA does several things. And between now and this 
fall, some could change. Here are the here-to-stay basics:

potentially making reporting more 
burdensome for ECPs.

• Negative adjustments are 
capped. The maximum downward 
adjustment under MIPS (beginning 
at 4 percent in 2019 and topping 
out at 9 percent in 2022 and 
beyond) would not equal where 
we are today with the individual 
programs until 2022.

• The current programs offer 
penalties aplenty; only the VBM 
has incentive potential. But under 
the QPP, bonus potential is high. 

• While QPP offers the chance to 
bypass MIPS by participating 
in advanced APMs there’s little 
opportunity here for ECPs. 
Why? APMs typically do not 
involve ECPs.

• If you’re stuck in MIPS, you may 
as well make the most of it. Due 
to the high bonus potential, 
high-performing physicians 
stand to profit more from the 
MIPS track vs. the APM track, at 
least through 2042, says a recent 
Brookings Institution study. Yes, 
we said 2042.
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A significant number of 

ECPs practice solo or in 

smaller group settings. 

Many national physician 

organizations feel that 

MACRA will increase 

the burden on solo/

small practices that 

have fewer resources 

at their disposal than 

large groups and health 

systems. 

Why? Through MACRA’s 

“virtual groups” rule, 

Congress established the 

ability of solo and small 

groups to join forces 

and report their data 

as a group in an effort 

to level the field using 

economies of scale. CMS, 

however, has delayed 

the implementation of 

virtual groups until at 

least 2018, citing a need 

to work out the details. 

The lack of virtual groups 

could prevent them from 

participating on equal 

footing in the MIPS 

program, widening the 

gap between smaller 

and larger practices, 

and those affiliated with 

health systems, at least 

for the first year.  

The QPP is slated to begin Jan. 1, 2017. 
After receiving thousands of comments 
from providers and policymakers about 
the too-high requirements and too-short 
deadlines for MACRA, CMS announced 
that it will allow providers to choose the 
level and pace at which they comply. 

Eligible physicians and other clinicians 
will be given four options to comply with 
MACRA: 

1. If providers report any data in 2017, 
they avoid financial penalties. 

2. Providers are allowed to submit 
data for a reduced number of days, 
meaning that their first performance 
period could begin after the original 
MACRA start date of Jan. 1, 2017. 

3. If practices are ready to comply with 
all MACRA requirements at the start of 
2017, they can go for it. 

4. Providers can participate in an 
advanced alternative payment model, 
like a Medicare Shared Savings ACO.

While this added flexibility is helpful for 
podiatrists and other physicians, you 
need to take action now on getting your 
practice up to speed and ready to go live 
with MACRA in 2017.

When it comes to MIPS, here’s what 
you need to know. It weighs your 
performance in four categories, 
combining the three current independent 
programs of MU, PQRS, and the VBM, 
and adding a new, 4th category.

1. QUALITY PERFORMANCE (FKA PQRS) 
This category takes the nine measures 
you now report for PQRS and reduces 
that requirement to six. But there’s an 
emphasis on outcomes, and this could 
spell trouble for ECPs. ECPs treat 
patients with chronic conditions where 
full recovery isn’t an option. Managing 
diseases like glaucoma and AMD 
depends on patients’ consistent use of 
prescribed drops and frequent in-office 
appointments for pressure checks. 
Should physicians be held responsible 
for unrealistic outcomes or outcomes 
dependent on patient compliance? 
Organizations like ASCRS say, “No.”

2. RESOURCE USE (FKA VBM) 
For this category, you don’t actually 
have to “report” anything; CMS 
calculates your score based on your 
submitted claims. Based on the 
existing VBM methodology, CMS 
proposes to keep two of the six 
current VBM measures and adds over 
40 new episode-specific measures. 

 ASCRS commentary notes troubling 
holdovers from the VMB program: (1) 
the methodology potentially holds 
specialists responsible for care they 
did not provide, and (2) the cost 
measures are primary care-focused 
and do not apply to specialists, 
particularly ophthalmologists.

3. ADVANCING CARE INFORMATION (FKA MU) 
This category emphasizes 
interoperability, information sharing, 
and security, and contains the 
previously-mentioned “all-or-nothing” 
component that the QPP largely 
eliminates. Scoring starts with a 
50-point base score, then adds an 
additional performance score, plus 
a bonus score. To earn points for 
the performance and bonus scores, 
you must earn the 50 points for the 
base score. That base score is all-
or-nothing, based on six measures 
carried over from MU. 

 Unlike MU, the EHR measurement 
is no longer pass/fail. ECs simply 
report a numerator/denominator 
score to earn varying levels of credit. 
Additionally, ECs can emphasize their 
scoring in categories of their choice 
for their performance score. 

4. CLINICAL PRACTICE IMPROVEMENT 
ACTIVITIES (NEW CATEGORY) 
If you participate in an APM, you’re 
already partially covered here. If you 
don’t, you’ll have to choose at least 
one activity to avoid a zero in this 
category. There are more than 90 
proposed activities to choose from. 
Choosing a “high-value” activity will 
net you extra points.

Size 
MATTERS?
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Made Simple(r)

MIPS seeks to tie fee-for-service payment to quality and 
value. Over time, the way the categories are weighted will 
change to reflect an increased emphasis on cost. 

MIPS PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES

MIPS is “graded on a curve.” 
Your composite score will be 
compared to a performance 
threshold created from the 
composite scores of all ECs. 
Here’s how the risks and 
rewards stack up:

• ECs with scores between 
0-25 percent of the 
threshold get maximum 
negative penalty. 

• As you approach the 
threshold, the penalties 
get smaller. 

• EPs at the threshold 
receive no adjustment. 

• EPs above the threshold 
receive proportionally 
larger incentive 
payments. 

• Exceptional performers 
(those in the top 25 
percent) receive an 
additional incentive 
payment.

MIPS Scoring 

2017

2018

2019

2017

50%

10%

15%

25%

2017

2018

2019

2018
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15%

25%
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2017
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Putting the Pieces Together: 

What MACRA Means for You
The QPP will have more than a financial impact—it will also impact your reputation. CMS employs public 
reporting, and physician scores are visible on the Physician Compare website. Under MACRA, consumers will 
see providers rated on a scale from 0-100. Consumers also will see how providers are related to their peers. 
As patients’ financial responsibility for their healthcare grows, they’re getting wise to quality and cost. MACRA 
addresses consumer demand for this information.

So while the rule is not yet final (the final ruling will be published in November), you should be prepping like 
it is. Why? MIPS inherits many aspects of the current programs, but don’t let this give you a false sense of 
security. If you performed highly and avoided penalties with the individual programs, that same performance is 
not guaranteed under MIPS.
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If you’re like many ophthalmologists and ophthalmic ASCs that 
perform cataract surgeries, you routinely take a big compliance risk 
you don’t even know about.

Medicare guidelines for billing presbyopia-correcting (PC) and 
astigmatism-correcting (AC) intraocular lenses have been around for 
quite a while, but there is some misinformation floating around that is 
steering ophthalmologists and ophthalmic ASCs into risky compliance 
territory, warned Stephanie Ellis at the ASCA annual meeting. 

“Some bad information floats around” about premium IOLs these 
days, Ellis says. Misinformation often comes from supply reps who 
mistakenly tell you it’s okay for physicians to be involved with premium 
lens transactions.

It is not okay. It hasn’t been okay for a long time.

The ASC must purchase the premium lens and bill the patient for 
the out-of-pocket costs beyond the $150 that Medicare typically 
reimburses for standard IOLs. Ophthalmologists should not have their 
practices purchase the lenses nor should they bill cataract patients for 
out-of-pocket premium IOL costs.

IOLs that Medicare considers 'premium': Relevant HCPCS codes 
are V2788 for PC IOLs such as CrystaLens, ReStor, and Rezoom and 
V2787 for AC IOLs such as Toric.

FOR EVERYONE

 If your practice is closely tied to an ASC because of physician 
ownership interests, your billing staff needs to be especially careful, 
Ellis stresses. The patient should write the check for premium IOL 

out-of-pocket expenses to the ASC, not the practice.

TIP!

It’s a good idea for the ASC to append modifier GY or GA modifier 
to the V-code to indicate the patient has signed the ABN, 

Ellis recommends. ABNs aren’t mandatory because Medicare 
never covers premium IOLs. An ABN, however, is a good 

communication tool to help the patient understand what he or 
she owes beyond the $150 for a standard IOL.

TIP!
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Contact us today to find out  
how we can help you grow your practice!

eyecareleaders.com • info@eyecareleaders.com • (855) 685-3292

Eye Care Leaders brings together the top technology and solution companies in eye care, 
giving you access to everything you need in one place to achieve practice excellence. 
We cultivate long-term, high-value relationships with clients exclusively in the eye care 

space. Through enterprise consulting, technology solutions, and services, we improve the 
performance and support the independence of Ophthalmology and Optometry practices.

?Start using our tips and tools to see some immediate 
results in the Financial, Operational, Clinical, Utilization, 
and Statutory Compliance areas of your practice. If you 
want to grow using analytics and benchmarking, and still 
aren’t sure where to start—or need help developing or 
sticking to an action plan, we can help. 

For customized advice on making strategic, data-driven 
decisions about your practice, contact Eye Care Leaders 
at info@eyecareleaders.com to speak with one of our 
expert Practice Consultants.

What NOW

http://www.eyecareleaders.com

